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ABSTRACT

This dissertation consists of 3 chapters which consider distinct combinatorial

problems. In the first chapter we consider objects known as groupies. A non

isolated vertex of a graph G is called a groupie if the average degree of the vertices

connected to it is larger than or equal to the average degree of the vertices in G.

An isolated vertex is a groupie only if all vertices of G are isolated. It is well known

that every graph must contain at least one groupie. The graph J(n - e contains

precisely 2 groupie vertices for n 2:: 2. In this chapter we derive a lower bound for

the number of groupies in terms of the number of vertices of each particular degree.

This shows, in particular, that any graph with 2 or more vertices must contain at

least 2 groupies.

In chapter 2 we show that, for a prime number p t n+1 , the number of pth powers

in Sn+l is n+l times the number ofpth powers in Sn' Here Sn denotes the symmetric

group on n objects. Our technique also yields a recursion for calculating the number

of r": powers in Sn+l. An analogous identity, and corresponding recursion, for pth

powers containing a specified number of pi-cycles is also obtained. This generalizes

work of Blum in the case p = 2, and Chernoff's work for general p.

Finally, in chapter 3, we use techniques introduced by Giraud to obtain lower

bounds for certain Ramsey Numbers. The Ramsey Number R(k,j) is defined to be

the least positive integer n such that every n-vertex graph contains either a clique

of order k or an independent set of order j.
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In particular we show that R (6, 6) ~ 165, R (7, 7) ~ 540, R (8, 8) ~ 1870,

R (9, 9) :::; 6625, and R (10, 10) ~ 23854 . These estimates replace bounds of 166,

574, 1982, 7042, and 25082, respectively.
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CHAPTER 1

A LOWER BOUND FOR

GROUPIES IN GRAPHS

1.1. Introduction. Groupies were first explicitly used by Ajtai, Koml6s, and

Szemeredi in 1980 to obtain an upper bound for the Ramsey number R (3, k) [AKS] .

Their algorithm creates large independent sets in triangle-free graphs by inductively

finding a groupie and either deleting it or marking it for inclusion in the independent

set and then deleting it and its neighbors. Griggs improved this algorithm (still using

the idea of groupies) in a 1983 paper [Gr] .

These algorithms, as well as others which implicitly use the notion of groupies,

might be improved if it were known that many groupies could simultaneously be re-

moved from the graph under certain conditions. In their 1992 paper Bertram, Erdos,

Horak, Siran, and Tuza conjectured the existence of two groupies and proved this

in special cases as well as obtaining other information about groupies in graphs and

multigraphs [BEHST] . The 2-groupies conjecture is a consequence of the following:

1.1.1. Theorem. If G is a non-regular n-vertex graph which contains at least one

non-groupie of positive degree, then, letting g be the number of groupies in G, we

have

g >~ (j - i)2 n; nj I ~ (j - i) ni nj

i<j i<j

where ti; represents the number of vertices of degree i in G.
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1.2. Definitions and Notation. For the remainder of the chapter we assume

G to be a non-regular n-vertex graph which possesses at least one non-groupie of

positive degree. We now reiterate the definition of groupie. A non-isolated vertex

of a graph G is called a groupie if the average degree of the vertices connected to it

is larger than or equal to the average degree of the vertices in G. An isolated vertex

is a groupie only if all vertices of G are isolated. We also recall that ri, denotes

the number of vertices of degree i in G and that g represents the total number of

groupies in G.

Let D, and G, be, respectively, the sets of vertices and groupies of degree i in G.

Let Eij be the set of edges from D, to Dj and for a vertex v let E, (v) be the set of

vertices in D, which are attached to v. We use gi, eij, and ei(v) to represent the

cardinalities of Gi , Eij , and E; (v) , respectively. Lastly, we set OCi (v) = ei (v) / ti;

and note that 0 ::; OCi ::; 1.

Sums will range over the set { 0, 1, 2, ... , n-1 } unless there are stated restrictions

on the range of summation.

1.3. Non-Groupie Inequality. If v is a non-groupie of degree j > 0, then

n L:i (j - i) e; (v) > L:i j (j - i) tu . If v is a non-groupie of degree j = 0, then

both sides in the above are 0.

PROOF. For a vertex of degree j > °the average degree of v's neighbors is less

than the average degree in the graph just in case each of the following (equivalent)

2



< 2:i i ru
n

<
2:i i ti,

n

<
2:i (i - j) n;

n

< Lj (i - j) ii;

inequalities holds:

2:'ih i Ci (v) + j (j - 2:i:/:j Ci (v) )

j

. 2:i:j:j (i - j) Ci (V )
J+ .

J

2:i:j:j (i - j) Ci(V)

J

For a vertex of degree j = a we have Ci(V) = 0 for all i, which causes the left hand

side to be O. Naturally, j = 0 causes the right hand side to be O. •

1.4. The Calculation. Since Cij

{0,1,2, ... ,n-l},we have

Cij for i,j E

0= n L L (j - i) Cij = n L L (j - i) L Ci(V),
j i j i vEDj

Interchanging sums on the right, and then breaking up the summation over v E D j

we obtain

0=2: L nL(j-i)ci(V)+L 2: nL(j-i)ci(V),
j vEDj\Gj i j vEGj i

We use the Non-Groupie Inequality on the first triple sum. The presence of a non-

groupie of positive degree ensures that the inequality will be used in the strict sense

at least once. This yields

L Lj (j - 'i) n; (nj - 9j) + L L n 2: (j - i) Ci(V) < 0,
i i j vEGj i
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which we rewrite as

LLj(j-i)ninj - LLP(p-i)nigp
j i p i

+ L L n L(p-i)ei(v) < O.
p vEG p i

Here, in order to manipulate the coming multiple sums, we have substituted p for j

in the last two terms. We then use gp = LVEG
p

1 to combine these last two terms

and obtain

2;:: 2;::j (j - i) ti; nj +L I: {~(P - i) (nei(v) - pni)} < O.
J t p vEG p t

We can replace the double sums over i and j by noting that

L L j (j - i) ti, nj = L j (j - i) ii, nj + L j (j - i) ni nj
j i i<j j<i

and

Lj (j - i) n; nj + L i (i - j) nj ti;

i<j i<j

L L (p - i) (Qi(V) - Qj(v» ti; nj
i j

L (j - i)2 tu nj
i<j

L (p - i) (Qi(V) - Qj(v» ti, nj + L (p - i) (Qi(V) - Qj(v» ti; nj
i<j i«!

L (p - i) (Qi(V) - Qj(v» n; nj + L (p - j) (Qj(v) - Qi(V» nj ti;

i<j i<j

L (j - i) (Qi(V) - Qj(v»ninj'
i<j

4



This yields

Now note that ai(v) - aj(v) is always larger than or equal to -1. Applying this to

the above expression gives us

which is

L (j - i)2 tu nj - 9 L (j - i) ti; nj < o.
i<j i<j

Isolating 9 yields the result.

5



CHAPTER 2
pth POWERS IN THE

SYMMETRIC GROUP

2.1. Introduction. Exponentiation in Sn has been studied in two combinatorial

contexts. One area of early interest was in enumerating, for fixed a E Sn and

mE Z+, the solutions in Sn of the equation xm = a. See for example [Bej, [CHM],

[CHS], [Jac], [MW], and [Wilf], These authors typically used generating functions

to enumerate the quantities of interest.

Blum [Bl] began a second line of research by asking how many elements in Sn

have square roots. He established the generating function

00

R(z) = n! [(1 + z)/(l- z)]~ II cosh (z2n /2n)
n=l

for the number of squares in Sn' He then used this generating function to establish

asymptotics as well as to show that the number of squares in Sn+l is n+ 1 times

the number of squares in Sn when n is even. In principle, one may also use R (z) to

compute the number of squares in Sn by multiplying the series expansions for the

products in R (z). However, an explicit recursion relation is more desirable.

More recently, Chernoff [Ch] employed generating functions to enumerate, for

positive integers sand t, the permutations in Sn of cycle type (jl, h, ... ,in) which

have s I jk when t I k. In the case t = p, and s = pi for some positive integer l,

this gives the number of permutations in Sn with pl-th roots. The enumeration
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allowed him to generalize the identity established by Blum. Namely, if p doesn't

divide n + 1, then the number of pl-th powers in SnH is n+1 times the number of

pl-th powers in Sn' Unfortunately, the formula is useless for practical calculations.

Chernoff notes that no recursion relation has yet been found for the kernel of his

formula.

In order to group permutations according to the number of cycles which have

a specified length, we henceforth identify all permutations with their unique ex

pression as products of disjoint cycles. A recursive approach to the problem will

enable us to generalize the identities found by Blum and Chernoff. Namely, given

a positive integer i and non-negative integer j with p2ij ::; n + 1, the number of »":

powers in Sn+l which contain pj pi-cycles is n+ 1 times the number of pth powers

in Sn which contain pj pi-cycles - provided that p 1n + 1. The proof of this

fact provides a recursive procedure for the computation of »": powers in Sn which

contain a specified number of pi-cycles.

2.2. Definitions and Preliminaries.

We let Fn == {o-P : 0- E Sn} be the set of pth powers in Sn' We then define

Cn, Hn ~ Fn by letting Cn be the set of pth powers in Sn which move n, and Hn

the set of v": powers in Sn which fix n. We will indicate the cardinality of these

(and all other) sets by using the respective lower case letters.

We partition the set Cn by letting, for each i E {2, 3, ... , n}, Cn (i) be the set

of permutations in Gn which contain n in an i-cycle. We then further partition

7



Gn (i) by declaring, for positive integers j with ij ::; n, Gn (i, j) to be the set

of permutations in Gn (i) which contain exactly j i-cycles. Similarly, for positive

integers i and non-negative integers j with ij ::; n, we let Fn (i, j) be the set of pth

powers in Sn which contain exactly j i-cycles. For notational convenience we set

fa and fa (i,j) equal to 1 and let So be the group of order 1.

For (J E Sn, we let .6.0' be the subgroup of Sn consisting of all permutations

which fix the integers that (J moves. We will occasionally make use of the fact that

((J7)P = (JP7P for 7 E .6.0" Finally, we let .6.~ be the set of pth powers in .6.0' and, for

positive integers i, let n~ be the set of pth powers in .6.0' which contain no i-cycles.

2.2.1. Lemma. For all positive integers n, we have fn+! = gn+! + I« .

PROOF. Since fn+l = gn+l + hn+! , we must only demonstrate that fn = hn+1.

Consider the function W : Fn ~ Hn +1 which maps 7 to the element T which fixes

n+1 and acts on {I, 2, ... , n} in the same way as 7. Since any »": root of 7 can be

extended to a s": root of T by specifying that it fix n+ 1, T is indeed a pth power.

It is also self-evident that this map is 1-1. To see that it is also onto we need to

verify that any 7 E Hn +1 has a pth root which fixes n+1. If 7 r is a pth root for 7,

then 7 r must fix n+l or move n+l in a p-cycle. If 7 r fixes n+l, then we're done.

Otherwise, the permutation Tr which fixes n+ 1 and the integers moved with n+ 1

in the p-cycle, and acts in the same way as 7 r on the remaining integers, will be

the required root. 4.
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The following proposition, whose proof we omit, is central to the enumeration of

s": powers. The interested reader should consult [Ch].

2.2.2. Proposition. A permutation a E Sn is a pth power if, and only if, for all

positive integers r, the number of pr-cycles contained in a is divisible by p.

2.3. Calculation of gn+l (i).

2.3.1. The calculation of gn+l (i) when p doesn't divide i, For 2 :::; i :::; n+l,

let C, be the set of i-cycles in Sn+l which contain n+ 1. By the proposition, every

element of C, is a pth power and thus UcEC; c~~ is contained in Gn+l (i). On the

other hand, any element of Gn +1 (i) can be written cd for some c E Gi , d E ~c'

Since c is a pth power, we see that d must also be a s": power. This yields the

reverse containment and hence Gn+l (i) = UcEC; C ~~.

Note that, for any c E Gi , ~c is isomorphic to Sn-i+l. It follows that the

cardinality of ~~ must be fn-i+l. It is also evident that for cO', ce E C, with

CO' f= c{3 we have CO' ~~a n c{3 ~~J3 = 0. Therefore, we have

(1) gn+di) = I U c ~~I = IGil fn-i+l = n (n - 1)· .. (n - i + 2) fn-i+l .
cEC;

2.3.2. The calculation of gn+l (i) when p divides i, According to the propo-

sition, the number of i-cycles in a pth power must be divisible by p. For positive

integers j with pij :::; n+1, we let Gij be the set of permutations in Sn+l of the form

ci C2 ••• Cpj where the subscripted c's are pairwise disjoint i-cycles and Cl contains

n+ 1. By the proposition, every element of Cij is a pth power and thus any product

9



of the form cd with c E Gij and d E n~ is a pth power. Moreover, any such prod-

uct will have exactly pj i-cycles, one of which contains n+1. Thus, UCECij cn~ is

contained in Gn+1 (i,pj). On the other hand, any element of Gn+! (i,pj) can be

written as cd for some c E Gij and d E .6.c . Again, since c is a pth power, we see

that d must be a pth power. Furthermore, d must contain no i-cycles in order for

cd to contain exactly pj i-cycles. This yields the reverse containment and hence

Gn+! (i, pj) = UCECij C n~.

For any cycle c E Gij , .6.c is isomorphic to Sn-pij+l. Accordingly, the cardinality

of n~ must be fn-pij+l (i, 0). It is also evident that for Ccn c{3 E Gij with Co: =i= co

we have Co: n~", n ce n~13 = 0. Therefore,

[(n+!)/pi] [(n+l)/pi]

gn+di) = :L gn+di,pj) = :L !Gij I fn-pij+d i, 0).
j=l j=l

The cardinality of Gij can be obtained by a simple count. We have

n (n - 1) ... (n - pij + 2)
IGij I = ipj-l (pj -I)! .

The numerator represents the number of ways to fill the pij -1 positions of the pj

i-cycles with n integers after n+1 is placed in the first position. The denominator

corrects for the non-uniqueness of cycle notation and all possible permutations of

the last pj -1 i-cycles, which are indistinguishable since they don't contain n+ 1.

This yields

(2)
[(n+l)/pi] ( 1) ( .. + 2). '" n n - . .. n - PZJ .

gn+l (2) = ~ ipj-l (pj-I)! fn-pij+l (2,0) .
3=1

10



2.4. The Main Theorem. We first establish an equation which will playa key

role in the induction.

2.4.1. Lemma. For positive integers i and j with p2ij ::; n + 1,

.. (n+1)n.··(n-p2ij+2) .
In+l (pz,PJ) = (pi)pi(pj)! In-p2ij+l (pz, 0) .

PROOF. This construction should be quite familiar by now. Upon letting C be be

the set of permutations in Sn+! of the form Cl C2 .•• Cpj, where the subscripted c's

are pairwise disjoint pi-cycles, we see that In+! (pi,pj) = 101 In-p2ij+! (pi, 0). The

cardinality of C is obtained by dividing the number of ways to fill the p2 ij positions

of the pj pi-cycles with n+1 objects by terms which correct for non-uniqueness of

cycle notation and all possible permutations of the pj pi-cycles. .6.

2.4.2. Theorem. Im+l (pi,pj) = (m + 1) 1m (pi,pj) whenever p f m + 1 and

Proof. The induction will run over the set of positive integers m such that p t m +1.

For each such positive integer m, let s (m) be the statement we wish to prove:

"For all positive integers i and non-negative integers j with p 2ij ::; m + 1

we have Im+1 (pi,pj) = (m + 1) 1m (pi,pj)."

Note that the truth of s (m) has the immediate consequence Im+l = (m + 1) 1m.

Let's now verify the truth of the induction's base step. Consider first the case

that p is odd. Since p2i j > 2 for positive integers i and i. we must only consider the

case j = 0 and i positive. In this case, the number of o": powers in S2 and Sl with

11



no pi-cycles will simply be the number of pill. powers in 82 and 8 1 . These numbers

are 2 and 1 respectively. Hence s (1) is true when p is odd.

When p = 2 the base step for the induction is s (2). Since 4ij > 3 for positive

integers i and i. we again must only consider the case j =0 and i positive. In this

case note that the number of squares in 83 with no 2i-cycles is 3 and the number

of squares in 8 2 with no 2i-cycles is 1, regardless of i's specific value. Hence s (2)

is true when p = 2.

Now assume that p t n + 1, p2ij ~ n+ 1, and that s (m) is true for all m < n

such that p t m + 1. Note that p t n - p2ij + 1 and that p t n +1 together with

p2ij ~ n +1 implies that p2ij ~ n. We may thus, in the case j > 0, apply the

induction hypothesis and Lemma 2.4.1. twice to obtain

" . (n+1)n."(n-p2ij+2) "
In+1 (pz, PJ) = (pi)pj (pj)! In-p2ij+1 (pz, 0)

(n + 1)n .. · (n - p2ij +1)" " "
= ( ")"( ")' In-p2ij(PZ,0) = (n+1)ln(pz,PJ)·pi P3 PJ .

Consequently, it remains only to show that In+1 (pi, 0) = (n + 1) In (pi, 0), which

is the j = 0 case. The equation

[(n+1)/p2i]

In+! = L In+1 (pi,pj)
j=O

and the truth of s (n) for j > 0 show the j = 0 case to be equivalent with In+! =

(n + 1) In. Application of Lemma 2.2.1. then shows this to be equivalent to gn+1 =

ngn + nln-1 , which we prove after the following claim:

12



2.4.3. Claim. Let n+ 1 be congruent to A modulo p. Then,

if i;t A mod p

if i == A mod p, i i= A

VERIFICATION. We'll first handle the case i ;t A modulo p. Since n + 1 == A

modulo p, we have p t ti - i + 1, and hence by the induction hypothesis fn-i+l =

(n - i + 1) fn-i. Thus, in the subcase p t i, we may use (1) to see

gn+l (i) = n (n - 1) .. · (n - i + 2) fn-i+l

= n (n - 1).·· (n - i + 1) fn-i = n gn (i) .

For the subcase p I i, note that fn-pji+l (i, 0) = (n - pji + 1) fn-pji (i, 0) by the

induction hypothesis. Using (2) and noting [(n + 1)/pi] = [n/pi] yields

[(n+I)/pi] ( 1) ( .. + 2). '""' n n - . .. n - PJ2 .
gn+l ('I,) = ~ ipj-1(pj-l)! fn-pji+l (1,,0)

)=1

tn/pi] ( 1) ( .. 1)'""' n n - . .. n - PJ2 + . .
- ~ i pj-1(pj-1)! fn-pji (1,,0) = n gn ('I,) .

)=1

Now we handle the case i == A modulo p, i i= A. We must have p t i in this case.

Furthermore, since n-i+2 == 1 (mod p), none of the integers between n-i+p and

n-i+2, inclusive, are divisible by p. Applying the induction hypothesis p-1 times

to fn-i+p we ~btain fn-i+p = (n - i +p) ... (n - i + 2) fn-i+l . Application of (1)

then yields

n gn (i - p) = ti (n - 1) ... (n - i +P + 1) f n-i+p

= n (n - 1) ... (n - i + 2) In-i+l = gn+l (i) . ./

13



To finish the proof, we let A* be the least element of the set {2, 3, ... , n + I}

which is congruent to A modulo p. Note that A* is just A when A is larger than 1

and p + 1 otherwise. We partion the set {2, 3, ... , n + I} to find

n+l

gn+l = Lgn+di) = L gn+di) + L gn+di) + gn+dA*).
i=2 iE{2,3, .... n+l} iE{2,3, ...•n+l}

i~'\ (mod p) i::='\ (mod p), i=l:,\'

Applying 2.4.3. and recalling that n + 1 == A (mod p) shows this to equal

iE{2,3, ... ,n}
i~'\ (mod p)

iE{2,3, ... ,n+l}
i::='\ (mod p), i:;l:'\ *

Now notice that as i ranges over the set of integers in {2, 3, ... , n + I} which are

congruent to A modulo p, but not equal to A* , the quantity i - p ranges over the

set of integers in {2, 3, ... , n} which are congruent to A modulo p. This gives us

iE{2,3, ... ,n}
i~'\ (mod p)

iE{2,3, ... ,n}
i::='\ (mod p)

n gn (i) + gn+l (A*) .

The above quantity is just ngn + gn+l (A*). Hence, we must now only verify that

gn+l (A*) = n fn-l. None of the integers (if there are any) between n -1 and

n-A*+2, inclusive, are divisible by p. We may thus apply the induction hypothesis

A* - 2 times to equation (1) in order to obtain

gn+l (A*) = n (n - 1)··· (n - A* + 2) fn-,\*+l = n fn-l.

14



2.5. Computation of fn+l (pi,pj) when p divides n+l.

Lemma 2.4.1. can be used to calculate fn+l (pi, pj) for positive integers i and

j such that p2ij :::; n+1. Equation (.) shows that obtaining fn+l (pi, 0) and fn+l

are equivalent once the appropriate values of fn+l (pi,pj) for positive i and j are

found. To compute fn+l one then uses

n+l

fn+l = fn+9n+l = fn+ L9n+l(i) = fn+ L9n(i) + L9n(i)
i=2 P'f'i pli

fn+ Ln(n-1) ... (n-i+2)fn-i+l
Pii

'" ~ n (n - 1)··· (n - pij + 2) .
+ L...t L...t ipj-l ( . -I)! fn-pij+l (z, 0)

pli j=l PJ

where k = [n;'/] and the sums over p{i and pli are restricted to 2:::; i:::; ri-l-L,
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CHAPTER 3

NEW UPPER BOUNDS FOR

SOME RAMSEY NUMBERS

3.1. Introduction. The Ramsey Number R (k,j) is defined to be the least positive

integer n such that every n-vertex graph contains either a clique of order k or an

independent set of order j. The difficulty in the task of computing R (k, j) for small

/0; and j is reflected by Tables 1 and 2 which were compiled by Radziszowski [Rad] .

Values which are known to be exact are superscripted with asterisks. In section 5

we will make use of the data in Table 2.

TABLE 1. Current Lower Bounds for Ramsey Numbers

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 6* 9* 14* 18* 23* 28* 36* 40

4 18* 25* 35 49 53 69 80

5 43 58 76 95

6 102

7 205

8 282

9 565

10 798
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TABLE 2. Current Upper Bounds for Ramsey Numbers

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 6* 9* 14* 18* 23* 28* 36* 43

4 18* 25* 41 61 84 115 149

5 49 87 143 216 316 442

6 165 298 495 780 1171

7 540 1031 1728 2826

8 1870 3623 6270

9 6625 12925

10 23854

A lower bound for R (k, j) is found by producing a graph which contains no cliques

of size k and no independent sets of size j. There are many good constructions,

some based on finite fields, and others on general constructive algorithms such as

simulated annealing.

An upper bound for R(k,j) is established by proving that every graph on a

given number of vertices contains a clique of size k or independent set of size j. It

is generally acknowledged that obtaining good upper bounds is more difficult than

obtaining good lower bounds. Indeed, optimal lower bounds are usually discovered

well before the corresponding upper bounds. As noted in the abstract, our new

upper bounds replace the recent (1993) unpublished bounds for R (k, k), 7 ~ k ::;

10, of 574, 1982, and 7042 [Spen] , and 25082 [RM] , respectively. To date, the best

published upper bounds of 169 and 586, for k = 6,7 can be found in [Gi2] , whereas

bounds of 2214 and 8066, for k = 8,9 can be found in [Gil]. No non-trivial upper

bound for R (10,10) has ever been published.
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The search for upper bounds has been facilitated by an equation and correspond-

ing inequality originally discovered by Goodman [Good]. For an n-vertex graph G

with vertex set V, we let km (G) and i m (G) be, respectively, the number of cliques

and independent sets of order m in G. Goodman's formula states that, for n 2:: 4,

(6) k3 (G) + is (G)

where d (v) denotes the degree of v. The obvious constraints on d (v) give us

(A) ks (G) + is (G) >
1

- n (n - 1) (n - 5).
24

A trivial application of (A) shows that R (3, 3) ::; 6.

It is natural to wonder if k4 (G)+i4 (G) is determined by the degrees of the vertices

of G. Unfortunately, as the graphs in figure 1 show, this is not the case. Giraud

[Gi2] attacked the problem of non-uniqueness posed by the graphs in figure 1 by

generalizing the notion of "degree of a vertex" to one of "degrees of an edge" and

subsequently obtained the best known lower bound for k4(G)+i4(G). Although his

bound appears far from best possible, Giraud's method provides a way to obtain

upper bounds for Ramsey numbers.

For some reason, perhaps due to exposition and the fact that the paper is not self-

contained, no one has since applied Giraud's techniques. I will remedy the situation

by giving a more transparent account of the relevant work and then deriving the

new bounds.
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FIGURE 1. Two 8 VERTEX GRAPHS

" /" /

'"/ "
/ "

FIGURE 2. NON-IsOMORPHIC 4 VERTEX GRAPHS

3.2. Definitions and Notation. The union of all edges and non-edges in G will

be called E. Similarly, the union of all cliques and independent sets of size 3 in

G will be called T. We use boldface to indicate the cardinalities of these and all

other sets. We let H, denote the set of subgraphs of G which are isomorphic to the

graph labeled hj (or its dual) in figure 2. We also denote by Gj the set of subgraphs

of G which are isomorphic to the graph labeled gj (or its dual) in figure 3.

For an edge (non-edge) e = {a,b} and i = 0,101' 2, we let Yi (e) be the number

of vertices not contained in e which are connected (not connected) to exactly i

members of {a, b}. We also let YI (e) be the number of vertices not contained in

e which are connected (not connected) to a and not connected (connected) to b.

Although the latter definition depends on the labeling of e, there is no ambiguity

in an expression which is symmetric in YI (e) and Y~ (e) .
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FIGURE 3. NON-IsOMORPHIC 5 VERTEX GRAPHS

3.3. Combinatorial Subgraph Equations. We will suppress the arguments of

summation variables for the remainder of the chapter. The next 8 equations, which

may, with the exception of (3), be found in [Gi2] , are generalizations of the fact

that the sum of the vertex degrees in G is twice the number of edges in G. The

quantities on the LHS count subgraphs of G with multiplicities which are reflected

on the RHS. We will verify equation (3) in detail and leave the verification of all

other such identities to the reader.

(1) L(~2) - 6Hl +H2

E

(2) L [(YJ) + (~r)] H 3+3H5

E

(3) LYIyr 4H 4 + 2H 6

E
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(4) (~) HI + H 2 + H 3 + H 4 + H, + H 6

(5) (n - 3)T 4H 1 + 2H2 + H 3 + H,

(6) LY2 = 3T
E

(7) ~ YI = 2 [(;) - T]
(8) ~YO = (;)-T

VERIFICATION OF (3). For an edge (non-edge) e = {a, b} and a vertex v not con-

tained in e, let Xa (e, v) be the function which, when v is connected (not connected)

to a and not connected (connected) to b, takes the value 1 and is otherwise O. Also

let Xb(e,v) be the function which, when v is connected (not connected) to band

not connected (connected) to a, takes the value 1 and is otherwise O. Then we have

L yr (e) yr (e)
E

=L {L Xa (e, V)} {L Xb(e, V)}
E vrf:.e vrf:.e

= L { L x" (e.vi) Xb(e,v2)} + L {L Xa(e,v) Xb (e,v)}
E vl:;6v2rf:.e E vrf:.e

=2:{ L xa(e,vdXb(e'V2)}'
E vl:;6v2rf:.e

Since every pair of unequal vertices, together with an edge disjoint from them,
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induces a unique 4-vertex subgraph h of G, we see that this is

6

~~
i=l hEHi

~ Xa (e, VI) xb (e,V2)

eCh
Vl,V2Eh
Vl =l=v2 rte

Note that the braced sum is constant for a fixed isomorphism class (and its dual).

Computation for each isomorphism class yields 4H4 +2H6 . .;

3.4. A Lower Bound for HI. Equations (1) - (5) can be used to verify that

where n = HI - H 2 + H s + H 4 - H s - H 6 . The RHS immediately above can be

written

~ { 16y~ - 16Y2 + 2 (yf - yn
2

- 2 (yf + yn}- 20 (n - 3) T + 12 (~) + 4n

which, upon noting Yl + y~ = YI and applying (6) and (7), gives us

128HI = ~ {16Y~ + 2 (yf - yn
2

} - (20n -16)T + (3n -13) (~) + 4D.
E

By deleting the 2 (Yl - yn 2 from the sum over E and then applying the Cauchy-

Schwarz inequality we obtain the following important inequality:

144T
2 (n)(.) 128HI > G) - (20n -16) T + (3n - 13) 3 + 4D.

We let 8 be the set of 3-element subsets of V and for any () E 8, denote by p (())

and q (()), respectively, the number of 4-vertex subgraphs in G which contain () and
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have an even (odd) number of edges. We use p and q to express 4n as a sum over

8 and apply the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality to obtain

1

4(1 = ~(P-q)~-{ (;)pp-q),r
Consider the following 3 equations:

(9) L (~) = G 7 + 2G B + G lO + 4G u + G 12 + 6G13 + 2G14 + 2G15 + 3G16

E

(11) Lpq
e

Equations (9)-(11) verify that

which, when combined with the fact that p + q = ti - 3 for all eE 8, shows that

L {(p + q)
2

- 4pq}
e

Replacing YO+Y2 with n-2-Yl and using equations (6)-(8) when necessary gives
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Let L be a lower bound for YI in G. One can verify the following inequality by

using the convexity of the cubic on the LHS :

After summing over E and using (7), this yields

L (n - 2 - 2YI)3 ~ (L - ~ +If {12T - Ln (n -I)} .
E

Substituting this into (**) gives us

1 (n) 1- (6n - 17) - - (12n - 32) T
333

1 ( n )2+ 3" L - "2 + 1 {12T - Ln (n -I)} .

Combining * with * * * yields a lower bound for 4n and consequently, from (.), a

lower bound for 128HI. Explicitly, we have the following analog to (...) :

(.)

144T
2 (n)128HI > (~) - (20n - 16) T + (3n - 13) 3

1

- (;) 2 {~(6n -17) (;) - ~ (12n - 32) T

+ HL - ~ + If {12T ~ Ln (n - I)}} !
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3.5. New Upper Bounds.

3.5.1. Calculation. R (6, 6) ::; 165.

PROOF. Assume that G is a 165-vertex graph which has no independent set or

clique of size 6. For an edge (non-edge) e = {a, b}, the S8t of vertices in G which

are connected (not connected) to both a and b must form a subgraph of G which

contains no clique (independent set) of size 4 and no independent set (clique) of

size 6. Since R(4,6) ::; 41, this yields Y2 (e) ::; 40. Similarly, the set of vertices not

connected (connected) to vertex a must form a subgraph of G which contains no

independent set (clique) of size 5 and no clique (independent set) of size 6. Since

the number of such vertices is given by y~ (e) +Yo (e), and R (5, 6) ::; 87, we have

y~(e)+yo(e)::; 86. Thus, yI(e) = 163-Y2(e)-y~(e)-yo(e) 2:: 37. Symmetrically,

y~ (e) 2:: 37, and hence Yl (e) = Yl (e)+y~ (e) 2:: 74. Therefore, 74 is a suitable value

for L in (.).

By (.), we have T 2:: 180400. On the other hand, by using equation (6) together

with Y2 (e) ::; 40, we obtain T ::; 180400. Hence T = 180400. Using inequality (.)

with n = 165, L = 74, and T = 180400 shows that

128H1 2:: 98706728.

For a clique (independent set) t E T, let S (t) be the number of cliques (indepen

dent sets) of size 4 which contain t. The set of vertices in G which are connected (not

connected) to a, b, and c must form a subgraph of G which contains no clique (inde
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pendent set) of size 3 and no independent set (clique) of size 6. Since R (3,6) = 18,

this yields S (t) :=:; 17. Since the sum of the S's counts each member of HI 4 times,

we have

128H1 = 32 L S (t) :=:; 32 (17 T) = 98137600.
T

Since (*) and (**) contradict each other, G doesn't exist and R(6,6):=:; 165.

3.5.2. Calculation. R (7, 7) :=:; 540.

PROOF. Assume that G is a 540-vertex graph which has no independent set or clique

of size 7. We use R(4, 7) :=:; 61, R(5, 7) :=:; 143, and R(6, 7) :=:; 298 just as in the

proof of Calculation 1 to obtain L = 198, S (t) :=:; 60, and 6488212 :=:; T :=:; 6888420.

Inequality (_), together with the upper bound derived from counting 4H1 as the

sum of S (t) over t E T yields

1920T > 128H1 > 8T
2

- 10784T + 41940096660
8085

1

- (470153616240T - 1795543718698976400)2" .

A graph created by any good commercial software will show, however, that the LHS

of the above expression is less than the RHS for all 6488212 ::; T :=:; 6888420. Thus,

G doesn't exist and R (7,7) :=:; 540.
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3.5.3. Calculation. R (8, 8) :::; 1870.

PROOF. Assume that G is a 1870-vertex graph which has no independent set or

clique of size 8. We use R (5, 8) :::; 216, R (6, 8) :::; 495, and R (7, 8) :::; 1031 as in

the proof of Calculation 1 to obtain L = 688, S (t) :::; 215, and 271592956 :::; T :::;

287757470. Inequality (_), together with the upper bound derived from counting

4H1 as the sum of S (t) over t E T yields

6880T > 128H1

> 5~~~~5 - 37384T + 6090203945980
1

_ (7658009~1582560 T _ 145073947389
3471977214800)

'2

A graph of the LHS versus the RHS shows, however, that the LHS of the above

expression is less than the RHS for all 271592956 :::; T :::; 287757470. Thus, G

doesn't exist and R (8, 8) :::; 1870.

3.5.4. Calculation. R (9, 9) :::; 6625.

PROOF. Assume that G is a 6625-vertex graph which has no independent set or

clique of size 9. We use R (6, 9) :::; 780, R (7, 9) :::; 1728, and R (8, 9) :::; 3623 as in

the proof of Calculation 1 to obtain L = 2548, S (t) :::; 779, and 12104670000 :::; T :::;

12631278000. Inequality (_), together with the upper bound derived from counting
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4H1 as the sum of S (t) over t E T yields

24928T > 128H1

> 15~;75 - 132484T + 962127634164000

1

- (111667243312406000 T - 1021398175414695072444000000)2

A graph of the LHS and RHS shows, however, that the LHS of the above expression

is less than the RHS for all 12104670000 ::; T ::; 12631278000. Thus, G doesn't exist

and R (9, 9) ::; 6625.

3.5.5. Calculation. R (10, 10) ::; 23854.

PROOF. Assume that G is a 23854-vertex graph which has no independent set

or clique of size 10. We use R (7,10) ::; 2826, R (8,10) ::; 6270, and R (9,10) ::;

12925 as in the proof of Calculation 1 to obtain L = 9318, S (t) ::; 2825, and

565409569968 ::; T ::; 594499156213. Inequality (_), together with the upper bound

derived from counting 4H1 as the sum of S (t) over t E T shows that 90400T is

larger than or equal to 128H1 which, in turn, is larger than or equal to

48T
2

_ 477064T + 161838312600141596
94831577

1

_ (1839706659~2793634208T_ 8083583424127186;573161220475984) 2

A graph of 90400T versus the expression immediately above shows, however, that

this doesn't occur for 565409569968 ::; T ::; 594499156213. Thus, G doesn't exist

and R (10,10) ::; 23854.
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